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Full Speed Ahead

Most of us promised ourselves during the last few weeks of exams that we would start the new year off right. However, it seems that New Year's day has only lengthened and not ended theRather than-regulation activity to which we got accustomed during the past few weeks. The desire to abandon routines is understandable, but it is time to get cracking on this New Year's resolution. Opposing opinions on the question of activities during this period are summed up by the title of a paper by our resident philosopher. "On Dormitory Life and All That."

A Banished Superstar

Social functions, clubs, sports and activities of every kind have only been a means of acquiring a well rounded education. It is time to become a little more serious and banish the inactivity that is characteristic of all dormitories. Opposing opinions on the question of activities during this period are summed up by the title of a paper by our resident philosopher. "On Dormitory Life and All That."

Suggestion

For Reappraising

Clubs, Athletics, Classes, Academia

Only a few students realize that the social year is about to come to an end. If this is true, then the rest of us must begin to reappraise the activities of the past year. We must begin to see what we have done and what we have failed to do. We must then plan what we are going to do this year. This can be done by listing all the activities in which we have participated and all the activities in which we have not participated. We can then decide what we want to do and what we do not want to do. This process will help us to make the most of the social year and to avoid the mistakes of the past year.

An Alfred professor last week suggested that we should be more serious and take time to class and study. 

Keyhole Reporter

"If you don't know the answer, then it is time to quit being a Keyhole Reporter."

By W. M. Lyons

Question: What is the definition of a "Keyhole Reporter?"

Answer: A "Keyhole Reporter" is someone who listens to conversations through an unobstructed opening in a door or wall, such as a keyhole. These reporters are often considered to be curious or nosy individuals who enjoy eavesdropping on others' conversations.

An Alfred professor last week suggested that we should be more serious and take time to class and study.
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WRESTLERS WIN FROM GLOVE TOURNEY, ENTER WITH THIS TOURNAMENT. BASKETBALL ANSWERED BY A NUMBER OF ENTRANTS. REGISTRATION SCHEDULED FOR EARLY IN MARCH.

ATHLETIC CARNIVAL, THE ALFRED SQUAD AN ACTIVE WEEK WITH ONE VICTORY AND ONE LOSS. THE LAST MINUTES.

SAXON WINNERS. OTHER CONTESTANTS INCLUDED DEREWITCH AT 126, OHMSTIE AT 165, DETRICH AT 135, AND MCANDREWS AT 195. THE FROSH JUMPSUIT 31 TO 30. THE FRESHMEN FORFEITED THE UNLIMITED MATCH.

THE FRESHMEN FORFEITED THE UNLIMITED MATCH.